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Oxides of the formula La&nBaCu r 0 13+s (Ln = Nd, Sm, Gd, Dy, or Y) exhibiting metallic resistivity 
have been prepared and characterized. In the case of yttrium, a composition close to LaZY2BaCu5 
0 13+6, which is also metallic, could be prepared. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 

La4BaCu50i3+s is an interesting oxygen- 
deficient perovskite possessing a tetragonal 
structure (I). It is built up of CuOs octahe- 
dra and CuOs square pyramids with the ox- 
ygen vacancies along (001) of the cubic 
perovskite cell. The resultant framework 
forms tunnels within which La and Ba ions 
are located. La4BaCuS0i3+6 shows metallic 
behavior (2). Changes in oxygen stoichiom- 
etry brought about by annealing the oxide 
under different atmospheres give rise to a 
metal-insulator transition (3). More inter- 
estingly, a metal-insulator transition is also 
caused by varying the La : Ba ratio (3). Ac- 
cordingly, with increase in the Ba content, 
the resistivity of La4-xBal+xCuS013+S in- 
creases, but the structure remains tetrago- 
nal over the whole range of La : Ba ratios, 
with x varying from zero to 1. We sought to 
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t To whom correspondence should be addressed. 

explore whether we can prepare metallic, 
oxygen-deficient perovskites of the type 
L~.+5n,BaCu50is+s by substituting La in 
La4BaCu50is+s with other rare earths or by 
Y. We report the results of such a study in 
this communication. 

Oxides of the type La+xL;n,BaCu5013+s 
(Ln = rare earth or Y) were prepared by the 
ceramic method. Stoichiometric quantities 
of LnzOJ, BaCOj, and CuO were mixed 
thoroughly and heated at 1170 K for 16 hr. 
The product was ground, pelletized and re- 
heated at 1270 K for 24 hr in air. Repeated 
grinding and pelletizing were carried out to 
ensure the formation of monophasic prod- 
ucts. X-ray diffraction patterns were re- 
corded with a JEOL JDX-8P diffractometer 
with CuKo radiation. Four-probe electrical 
resistivity measurements were made on sin- 
tered pellets with a home-built apparatus 
over the 20-300 K range. Thermogravimet- 
ric analysis was carried out with a Sartorius 
balance. 
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FIG. 1. X-ray diffraction patterns of a few members 
of the LaJnBaCuSOIS+B series. 

Studies with a variety of L&-,Ln,Ba 
CUSO~~+~ compositions showed that the 
maximum value of x tolerated was unity. 
All the oxides of the formula La&nBa 
Cu~or~+~ were monophasic, yielding well- 
defined X-ray diffraction patterns (Fig. 1). 
The structure of these oxides was tetrago- 
nal independent of Ln. In Table I, we list 
the unit cell parameters of La3LnBa 
CU~O~~+~ prepared by us. The unit cell vol- 

TABLE I 

PROPERTIES OF La3LnBaCusOl,+s 

Ltl a (A) c (A) 
P (300 K) 

(mohm . cm) 

La 8.645 3.867 2.6 
Nd 8.640 3.884 2.8 
Sm 8.634 3.900 3.0 
Gd 8.630 3.905 3.4 
DY 8.626 3.909 4.8 
Y 8.620 3.916 6.4 

ume increases slightly as the radius of Ln 
ion decreases. LqBaCus0i3+s has an oxy- 
gen-excess with 6 = 0.2; 6 was close to 0.2 
in La3LnBaCu5013+s as well. 

Electrical resistivity data of the various 
La&zBaCusO,j+s members are shown in 
Fig. 2. We see that all of them exhibit me- 
tallic resistivity behavior. In Table I are 
listed the resistivities at 300 K of all the 
compositions. The value of the resistivity at 
300 K is generally in the range 2.6-6.4 X 
1O-3 ohm * cm. This value corresponds 
closely to Mott’s value of minimum metal- 
lic conductivity (4, 5). The value of the re- 
sistivity at any given temperature increases 
progressively with the decrease in size of 
the Ln ion or the increase in the unit cell 
volume. 

We could not prepare oxides of the com- 
position LazLn2BaCu5013+p except when 
Ln was Y. Samples of LaZYzBaCu50i3+8 
prepared by us did not actually possess 
this stoichiometry. They were slightly yt- 
trium-deficient and the stoichiometry was 
closer to La2.2Yi.8BaCu5013+s. The struc- 
ture of this oxide was tetragonal with a = 

T(K) 

FIG. 2. Electrical resistivity behavior of LaSLnBa 
cGh3+*. 
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8.615 A and c = 3.920 A. The oxide exhib- Acknowledgments 
ited metallic behavior with a 300 K resistiv- 
ity of 23 mohm * cm, which is higher than 
that of La3YBaCu5013+s. 

We have seen that the metallicity of La, 
LnBaCu501j+s is essentially independent of 
Ln. The unit cell dimensions vary systemat- 
ically with Ln, the variation, though small, 
being well outside the experimental uncer- 
tainty (kO.005 A). These observations can 
be understood in terms of the structure 
of La4BaCusOlj+s. This oxygen-deficient 
perovskite has a CuSO13 framework with 
hexagonal tunnels where La3+(Ln3+) ions 
are located in an ordered manner; the Ba*+ 
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